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• Fisheries use multiple methods to increase the volume of  their catch.
•Some methods are more detrimental to the environment and have shown to be less 
sustainable (e.g. bottom trawling, deep-sea netting practices).
•Backtracker has implamented software to track the orgin of  the catch and its movement 
throughout the consumer market using a barcode system (QR code).
•Method of  catch is currently not available to the consumer.
•This study researches possible methods in which companies may track their method of  
catch, as well as its distance form shore using QR codes which can be scanned by smart 
phones with a downloadable application, Backtracker. 
•Knowing the method of  catch in addition to the origin of  the catch will allow the consumer 
to know if  the product was caught in a sustainable manner and to make an educated decision 
towards the purchase.  
Methods
• Seafood products are illegaly mislabeled to benefit the producers.
•Once the QR code is scanned information will come up telling the 
consumer the species, date caught, fishing area, vesel name etc.
• By recording methods and the distance from shore which the 
products are caught we can cross reference this information with
species behavior/location to ensure the producer is labeling 
correctly.
•With the additon of  catch-to-plate a green, orange, or red bubble will be 
be listed with an icon inside; green being the most sustainable methods 
of  catch, followed by orange, then red being the least sustainable.
Results/Discussion
•For years, the seafood industry has been plagued with illegal, cheap substitutes that erode the 
market value of  domestic seafood products and jeopardizes the food saftey standards
for consumers.
•Backtracker in conjunction with catch-to-plate provides verification, tracibility, and 
sustainability to the seafood market as a whole.
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